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IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY
OF AUSTRALIA
AT DARWIN

No. 267 of 1997
	BETWEEN:

	NATIONAL TRUST OF AUSTRALIA (NT)
			Plaintiff

	AND:

	MINISTER FOR LANDS, PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT
			Defendant

CORAM:	MILDREN J


REASONS FOR JUDGMENT

(Delivered 24 November 1997)


		This is an application by originating motion by the National Trust of Australia (Northern Territory) against the Minister for Lands, Planning and Environment, for declaratory relief, alternatively remedies in the nature of prohibition, certiorari of mandamus, and for injunctive relief.
		The plaintiff is a Trust incorporated pursuant to s3(1) of the National Trust (NT) Act 1976.
		The objects of the trust are set out in s6 which provides:

“6.	OBJECTS OF TRUST
		The Trust is established for the purposes of promoting – 
	the preservation and maintenance, for the benefit of the people of Australia, of lands and buildings of beauty or historic, scientific, artistic, or architectural interest and, in respect of lands, the preservation (as far as practicable) of their natural aspect, features and animal and plant life;

the protection and augmentation of the amenities of such lands and buildings and their surroundings;
the preservation of furniture and pictures and chattels of national, historic, artistic or scientific interest;
the access to and enjoyment of such lands, buildings and chattels by the public; and 
the co-operation with any corporation, body or society, either within or outside the Territory, having objects wholly or substantially similar to the objects of the Trust.”
Section 3 of the National Trust (NT) Act provides that the Trust consists of the persons and bodies corporate who are for the time being members of the Trust according to its rules.  There are about 400 financial members of the Trust.
The Trust’s activities are set out in the affidavit of Mr Alford, sworn 16 November 1997, who is the Director of the Trust.  I will return to this later.
The Minister for Lands, Planning and Environment is the Minister responsible for the administration of the Heritage Conservation Act 1991 (hereinafter called “the Act”).  The principle object of that Act is set out in s3, which is as follows:
“3.	PRINCIPAL OBJECT
		The principal object of this Act is to provide a system for the identification, assessment, recording, conservation and protection of places and objects of prehistoric, protohistoric, historic, social, aesthetic or scientific value, including geological structures, fossils, archaeological sites, ruins, buildings, gardens, landscapes, coastlines and plant and animal communities or ecosystems of the Territory.”
		On 23 June 1993, by notice in the Gazette, the then responsible Minister declared an area of Alice Springs known as the Alice Springs Heritage Precinct, and all structures within the area, to be a heritage place, pursuant to s 26(1)(a) of the Act.  The Alice Springs Heritage Precinct takes in the area of land in the town of Alice Springs shown as Lot 8211(A) on Exhibit D1.  This area includes part of the former Alice Springs gaol site situated between Railway Terrace, Stuart Terrace, Simpson Street and Skinner Street, Alice Springs, as well as a number of privately owned allotments in sections of Bath Street and Hartley Street, Alice Springs: see generally figure 6 in the Conservation Management Plan, exhibit WFF1 to the affidavit of William Francis Flaherty.
		It is common ground that the structures comprising the former gaol, including the gaol walls, are within the Alice Springs Heritage Precinct with the exception of some minor structures of no importance.  The land upon which the gaol is situated is crown land.  The Act binds the Crown: see s5.
		The plaintiff asserts that the effect of the declaration of the Precinct was to protect the area, including the structures comprising the former gaol, and restrict the use which would be made of the land and buildings therein.  Pursuant to s30 of the Act, a conservation management plan of the area has been made and accepted by the Administrator and laid before the Legislative Assembly without it being disallowed, as required by s31.  Section 30(2) provides:
“(2)	A conservation management plan shall contain a description of work to be permitted to be carried out on a heritage place or heritage object and the places where the heritage object may be located and the conditions, if any, subject to which the work may be carried out or object moved from one place to another.”
		The conservation management plan does not specifically envisage major alterations to the gaol.  Some minor works are envisaged (the reinstatement of the wide formal drive entrance; the reinstatement of an encircling hedge to the gaol residence which envisages the removal of a fence which divides the gaoler’s residence from the entry to the gaol and the gaol car park; some planting and landscaping in front of the car park; and reinstatement of roof cladding to the gaoler’s residence with corrugated iron and quad guttering).  Certain minor works are not subject to approval under the plan: see paragraph 4.7.  Otherwise the plan does not permit any alterations or changes to the former gaol or its structures within the heritage area, other than appropriate maintenance and conservation works until the gaol is decommissioned by the Department of Correctional Services and Department of Transport and Works.  The plan envisages that a feasibility study will be undertaken to determine “viable and possible income producing activities” for the site or sections of it; and future use or uses of the site is to be deferred until decommissioning has taken place.  The gaol has been decommissioned recently.  No feasibility study has as yet been undertaken.  No changes to the conservation management plan have been made to accommodate decisions relating to any future uses.
		The plan’s conversation policy is described in para 4.1 as follows:
“4.1	Conservation Policy for Precinct
Objectives:
	To preserve, enhance and protect the historic character of Alice Springs Heritage Precinct.

To ensure that any development associated with individual buildings and sites is of an appropriate nature and does not detract from the significance of the precinct.
To ensure that any new developments on vacant allotments is compatible with the character of the precinct and does not detract from its significance.
Conservation Policies as outlined in 5.3 and individual site conservation recommendations outlined in Section 11 should be adhered to.”
		The effect of being declared part of a heritage place and of the management plan is dealt with by s33 of the Act, which provides:
“33.	OFFENCES RELATING TO HERITAGE PLACES OR OBJECTS
	Subject to subsection (2), a person shall not, except as prescribed or in accordance with a conservation management plan – 

	carry out work of any sort on, or damage, desecrate or alter, a heritage place or heritage object;

remove from a heritage place a heritage object or an object associated with the place declared under section 26(1)(a) to be part of the Northern Territory heritage; or 
remove a heritage object from the Territory,

without the consent in writing of the Minister or the Minister’s delegate.
Penalty:	In the case of an individual - $10,000 or imprisonment for 12 months.
			Default penalty:  $1,000.
			In the case of a body corporate - $200,000.
			Default penalty:  $20,000

	Consent under subsection (1) to an action referred to in that subsection does not relieve a person from a requirement to obtain the necessary consent for that action under any other law in force in the Territory.”

On 22 October 1997, the Minister released a statement to the media as follows:
“The Northern Territory Government will release a prime block of Alice Springs land for development.
Following the clearing of the site, the old Alice Springs jail block will be sold to the private sector for development through public competition, with government earmarking a section for a potential hospital development.”
Land, Planning and Environment Minister, Mick Palmer, said the block was located on the Stuart Highway, close to the central business district of Alice Springs.
“Cabinet has decided to sell this Crown land in the face of a restricted supply of land in Alice Springs.”
“It’s the responsibility of government to ensure major urban centres, such as Alice Springs, can develop and expand.  To achieve this, government needs to be able to provide land to private developers,” Mr Palmer said.
“The government wants to see any developments on the block to reflect its prime location.”
“Government is adamant that proposals be in keeping with the site’s convenient location to the business district.”
“This development could entail a mixed use precinct involving food outlets, retail and accommodation or it could entail an up-market residential project,” Mr Palmer said.
		Mr Alford, upon the media release coming to his notice, in his capacity as Director of the plaintiff, sent a fax to the Director of the Heritage Conservation Branch (which appears to be a unit of the Department of Lands, Planning and Environment) with a copy to the Minister, pointing out that the gaol is part of the Alice Springs Heritage Precinct, and that the decision appears to have been made contrary to the provisions of the Act, and without the consultation of the Heritage Advisory Council established under the Act, (of which he is a member).  On 3 November 1997 he wrote again to the Minister advising that preliminary legal advice was that the proposed action was unlawful, seeking confirmation that no steps would be taken to destroy the gaol until the procedure to have the gaol as part of the precinct was revoked under s27 of the Act, and foreshadowing possible legal action if no confirmation was given.  On 5 November 1997 the Minister was interviewed on ABC radio.  He confirmed that the gaol would be demolished, that asbestos had been removed already prior to demolition, that renders for the demolition would be called, and thereafter the gaol would be bulldozed, part of the land would be reserved for future expansion of the Alice Springs hospital, and the remainder would be sold for commercial development.  Mr Alford sent further faxes to the Minister on 6 November 1997 and 11 November 1997 seeking confirmation that the Act would be complied with.  He received no replies from the Minister.
		On 14 November 1997, after selected tenderers had been privately approached, a contract was let to Bernie Earthmoving & Excavating Pty Ltd for the demolition of the gaol.  The scope of the works, which is contained in tender document AS97-567, comprises “the demolition and removal of all buildings, concrete slabs, services, walls, carports, sheds, fencing as specified, pathways, retaining walls and other installations within the boundaries of the gaol complex.”  (See para 3 of the affidavit of Kenneth Ronald Hornsby).  By letter dated 14 November 1997 the Minister wrote to Bernie Earthmoving & Excavating Pty Ltd, as follows:
“Pursuant to my powers under section 33 of the Heritage Conservation Act, I consent to you undertaking work on the old Alice Springs prison site, as set out in the scope of works described in tender document AS97-567.”
		On Friday evening, 14 November 1997, I granted an interim injunction on the ex parte application of the plaintiff, until 5pm on Monday 17 November 1997 from clearing in any manner the site known as the Alice Springs gaol and from destroying any structures or fences which constitute and are known as the gaol.
		The plaintiff contends that the Minister’s approval, purportedly given under s33 of the Act to Bernie Earthmoving, is ultra vires and invalid, and seeks a declaration to that effect.  The defendant contends that the plaintiff has no locus standi to bring these proceedings, and maintains that in any event, the Minister’s approval was validly given in accordance with the Act.
		On Monday 17 November 1997, when the plaintiff’s interlocutory relief was to be reviewed, Mr Reeves QC appeared for the Minister.  By consent, the matter was adjourned until Wednesday 19 November 1997 at 2pm.  Mr Reeves QC said that his instructions were not to give any undertaking to the Court until then.  I extended the interim injunction until 5pm Wednesday 19 November 1997.
		When the matter resumed at 2pm Wednesday 19 November 1997, Mr Reeves QC sought to raise as a preliminary issue the question of the plaintiff’s standing to bring these proceedings, as well as questions going to the appropriateness of the grant of interim relief.  The plaintiff was ready to proceed with the matter on the affidavits then filed as the trial of the action.  Subject to the preliminary matters Mr Reeves QC wished to raise, so was the defendant.  The Court had very limited time available to deal with the plaintiff’s claims.  The time available was sufficient to dispose of the matter as the trial, but only if the preliminary points were dealt with at the trial.  Given that any delay was likely to affect the rights of Bernie Earthmoving, who was not a party to the proceedings, and the lack of undertakings available from the defendant, the limited time available, and the prospect that the whole matter could be disposed of forthwith, in the exercise of my discretion this seemed the preferable course.  I was conscious that this effectively meant that some matters of which Mr Reeves QC complained, could not be effectively litigated, viz., the absence of an undertaking as to damages, and the allegation that the plaintiff had failed to make disclosure of all material facts at the time of obtaining an interim junction, but these matters seemed to me to be of relative insignificance at that stage of the proceedings.  Accordingly, the trial proceeded.
		Locus standi
		It is appropriate that I deal with this issue first.
		The submission of Mr Reeves QC, for the Minister, was that the plaintiff does not have standing to bring this suit.  He submitted that the plaintiff had no proprietary rights or special interest necessary to accord standing to it, and relied upon Australian Conservation Foundation Inc v The Commonwealth (1980) 146 CLR 493, as well as Onus & Anor v Alcoa of Australia Ltd (1981)149 CLR 27.  Mr McDonald QC conceded that the plaintiff had no proprietary rights likely to be affected, but submitted that it had the necessary special interest entitling it to sue, and he relied upon Onus, supra, Ogle v Strickland (1987) 13 FCR 306, Australian Conservation Foundation & Anor v Minister for Resources (1989) 19 ALD 70; North Coast Environmental Council Inc. v Minister for Resources & Anor (1994-5) 127 ALR 617; Tasmanian Conservation Trust Inc. v Minister for Resources & Anor (1994-5) 127 ALR 580; and Robinson v The Western Australian Museum (1977-78) 138 CLR 283.  Mr Reeves QC submitted that neither Onus nor Robinson assisted the plaintiff, and the other decisions were either distinguishable or wrongly decided.
		The special interest needed to support standing to sue has not been exhaustively and definitively stated by the High Court.  The authorities nevertheless state some important general guiding principles:
	“A plaintiff has no standing to bring an action to prevent violation of a public right if he has no interest in the subject matter beyond that of any other member of the public; if no private right of his is interfered with he has standing to sue only if he has a special interest in the subject matter of the action” per Gibbs SC in Onus, at 35-6.  Aickin J in the Australian Conservation Foundation case said, at 511, that the interest must be related to the relief claimed:

A special interest does not mean a mere intellectual or emotional concern; although the existence of an intellectual or emotional concern does not preclude the existence of a special interest; Onus, at 36-7; 41-2;
In order to establish “special interest” the plaintiff must show some advantage, other than the satisfaction of righting a wrong upholding a principle or winning a contest, or some disadvantage, other than a debt for costs, if the action fails: Onus, at 37; 74; Australian Conservation Foundation at 530; 548;
	A “special interest” may exist even if it is not peculiar to the plaintiff; but it must not be the same as the interest of an ordinary member of the public’s: Onus, at 44; 74-76;
	The fact that the plaintiff is using civil process to prevent a breach of the criminal law, although relevant to the question of whether relief by way of injunction should be granted, does not necessarily prevent such relief, nor does it necessarily preclude the existence of the relevant special interest: Onus, at 38; 57; 63; 73-4; 78;
The question is one of degree, and not of discretion: Onus, at 36; 42; 75.
Mr McDonald QC submitted that the plaintiff has the necessary special interest for the following reasons: (1) the purpose of the Act, as revealed by s 3, is relevantly in this case, the protection of places of historic value; (2) the plaintiff is a Trust incorporated by statute whose function it is to promote the preservation and maintenance of such places and their amenities, and the promotion of public access to such places, (see s6); (3) the plaintiff is recognis4ed by the Northern Territory interested in such matters.  It is funded mainly by those governments; (4) it is the body which assesses and nominates sites and places to be placed upon the Commonwealth Register of the National Estate and the Northern Territory Heritage Register set up pursuant to s16 of the Act, and employs staff for these purposes; (5) it engages in research of historic sites and buildings on a continuing basis; (6) it maintains a property portfolio of 18 heritage properties 17 of which are declared heritage places under s26 of the Act and kept in the register under s16 of the Act; (7) it has been granted freehold title to 5 such properties in the Territory; (8) it has been extensively involved in the Alice Springs Heritage Precinct, “including its interpretation on consultancy to the Northern Territory government which is responsible for the implementation of the Conservation Management Plan” (see second affidavit of Mr Alford, 19 November 1997, para 4); (9) the trust nominates one of the 9 members of the Heritage Advisory Council pursuant to s8(1)(b) of the Act.
As Mr Reeves QC submitted, there is no evidence that the plaintiff has done any work to preserve or maintain the former gaol, so as to give it special interest of the kind recognised in Robinson v The West Australian Museum, supra.  I accept also Mr Reeves QC’s submissions that s33 of the Act does not confer any benefit or right in the plaintiff.  Clearly s33 was passed for the benefit of the public at large.  The fact that the plaintiff nominates a member on the Heritage Advisory Council does not assist the plaintiff in this regard.  In this respect, I am unable to see any distinction between the position of the plaintiff in this case and the position of the plaintiffs in Onus, where the High Court rejected an argument that s21 of the Relics Act, and the fact that 3 of the 11 members of the Archaeological Relics Advisory Committee were required to be Aborigines, as being sufficient in themselves to give the plaintiffs standing.  However, those matters do not preclude a finding of special interest: see Australian Conservation Foundation v The Commonwealth (supra), at 526-530 per Gibbs CJ, and see Onus (supra).  Nor does the mere fact that the plaintiff is a commentator, with its main object to encourage community concern, enough: see Australian Conservation Foundation (supra), at 539.  Thus the mere fact that the plaintiff is consulted about the Alice Springs Heritage Precinct is not enough.
However, the plaintiff, in my view does have a special interest in seeing that the appropriate procedures for the carrying out of work in the Alice Springs Heritage Area have been followed before demolition of a site can lawfully proceed.  In Onus, the relevant special interest that the plaintiffs had, in ensuring the observance of s21 of the Relics Act, was that by Aboriginal law and tradition, not only were the relics of cultural and spiritual significance to them, but they were the custodians of the relics and actually used them.  Whilst there is no complete analogy factually with Onus, the plaintiff as the owner of other properties affected by the Act, and as the premier body interested in the protection and preservation of heritage areas, has a special interest in ensuring that the appropriate procedures are followed.  If the Minister has an unfettered discretion under s33 to permit the demolition and destruction of buildings or sites protected by a conservation management plan, this early affects the plaintiff’s interests beyond that of an ordinary member of the public.  Further, in Onus, Brennan J said, at p73:
“A special interest in the subject matter of an action being neither a legal nor equitable right, nor a proprietary non pecuniary interest, will ordinarily be found to arise from modern legislation enacted to protect or enhance non-material interests – interests in the environment, in historical heritage, in culture.  Where such a statute imposes a public duty to protect or enhance a non-material interest a breach of the duty is apt to affect a non-material interest, and it would be vain to search for proprietary or pecuniary damage suffered by a plaintiff.  A plaintiff in such a case, though he may be able to show a special interest in what the statute seeks to protect or enhance, would be unable to show a private right or to prove that he has suffered proprietary or pecuniary damage.  To deny standing would deny to an important category of modern public statutory duties an effective procedure for curial enforcement.”
		The position in the Australian Conservation Foundation case (supra) was quite different.  There the decision challenged was the approval by the Reserve Bank under the Banking (Foreign Exchange) Regulations, which was apparently considered necessary as part of the administrative procedures approved under the Environment Protection (Impact of Proposals) Act 1974 (Commonwealth).  The court held that the administrative procedures were no more than rules which laid down the procedures which had to be followed by persons seeking to take administrative action which did not have the force of law, and which the Minister was not bound to follow (see p524).  The Australian Conservation Foundation had no special interest in ensuring that those procedures were being followed, in Iwasaki’s exchange control transactions, nor in the preservation of the environment at Farnborough.
		In this case, the trust has, by its own Act, a statutory duty to promote the preservation and maintenance of buildings and places of historic interest in the Northern Territory; it is largely publicly financed; it is regarded by government as being in a special position; it nominates a member upon the Heritage Advisory Council; it owns properties of this kind in the Territory; it has been consulted about the Alice Springs Heritage Area; it has something to lose in a real sense if the Minister has the power to permit the destruction of buildings in the heritage area.  In my opinion, this is sufficient to confer the necessary special interest.  In conclusion, I consider that the plaintiff does have standing to bring this action.
Does the Minister have power to approve the demolition of the gaol?
		Both counsel argued that on the ordinary and natural meaning to be given to the words of s33(1), the power did or did not exist, as the case may be.  Mr McDonald QC submitted that the words in s33(1) “carry out work of any sort on, or damage, desecrate or alter, a heritage place”, did not encompass demolition.  Mr Reeves QC submitted that demolition work was included within the expression “work for any sort”.  Mr McDonald QC argued that it is necessary to read the Act as a whole; the purpose of the Act is the protection of heritage areas, not their destruction; that the Act prescribes a procedure to enable the defendant to have the gaol site removed from the heritage area; that the statute having prescribed that procedure, the procedure adopted is not permissible, even if the general words of s33 are wide enough to encompass demolition work; and that the power was used by the defendant for an improper purpose.
		As Mr Reeves QC submitted, the expression “carry out work of any sort” is prima facie wide enough to include demolition work.  It is not surprising that a power to authorise the demolition of a building or structure might be given to the Minister.  A building or structure might be ravaged by fire and become so unsafe that nothing could be done to preserve it.  I consider that the power so conferred can be exercised consistently with the objects of the Act.  The main object and purpose of the Act is clearly the preservation of heritage places and buildings and structures thereon, in their existing state, except to the extent that the conservation management plan otherwise permits.  It is clear that circumstances may arise, not envisaged by the conservation management plan, which require urgent action.  Apart from the Minister’s power contained in s33, it would be necessary either to amend the conservation management plan or to have the declaration of the area revoked under s27.  Without such a power, an amendment to the conservation management plan made pursuant to s32 approving, for example, the demolition of an unsafe structure, would need to go through the process envisaged by s30 and s31 of the Act.  This would obviously take time, and may involve significant expense.  It is not only in a situation of urgency that this would be inconvenient; the work proposed may be of a minor and uncontroversial nature.  Similarly, revocation under s27 is a lengthy process.  One would therefore expect to find a power somewhere in the Act for such works to be undertaken without having to go through either of these processes.  According to Mr McDonald QC, that is all that s33(1) envisages, when it empowers the Minister to approve “work of any sort” on a heritage place.  He points to the absence of the word “destroy” in s33(1).  He submits that although the destruction of a heritage place or object would be an offence, that does not mean that the Minister may authorise destruction when the purpose of the destruction is unrelated to the protection and preservation of the area.  How far the Minister may be able to go, if Mr McDonald’s submission is correct, was not debated.  Mr Reeves QC submits that this cannot be right.  The Minister is given an express power to approve work of any sort, even if it amounted to a desecration of a heritage place or object.  He submitted that the Act envisaged three ways in which an owner of a heritage area could obtain approval to demolish a structure on a heritage area, one of those being with ministerial consent.  That consent was a political decision, so he submitted, and if given, the Minister had to take the political consequences.  Accordingly, Mr Reeves QC submitted that the Act permitted the Minister to approve the total destruction of the gaol site, notwithstanding that the stated purpose of the Minister’s approval was to enable the land upon which the gaol was situated to be used for the expansion of the hospital situated on adjacent land, and to provide land considered necessary for the expansion of the Alice Springs commercial district, as to which there was a perceived shortage.
		It is well established that a statutory power conferred upon a Minister cannot be used for an improper purpose.  In Brownell’s Ltd v Ironmongers’ Wages Board (1950) 81 CLR 108 at 120, Latham CJ said:
“No inquiry may be made into the motives of the Legislature in enacting a law, but where a statute confers powers upon an officer or a statutory body and either by express provision or by reason of the general character of the statute it appears that the powers are intended to be exercised only for a particular purpose, then the exercise of the powers not for such purpose but for some ulterior object will be invalid.  This question was fully examined in Arthur Yates & Co. Pty. Ltd. v. Vegetable Seeds Committee and it was there held that subordinate bodies exercising powers conferred by statutes were bound to exercise their powers bona fide for the purposes for which the power was conferred and not otherwise.”
		That passage was cited with approval by Gibbs CJ in The Queen v Toohey; Ex Parte Northern Land Council (1980-81) 151 CLR 170 at 186-7.  For these purposes, “officers” include Ministers of the Crown: Padfield v Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries & Food [1968] AC 997; Minister for Aboriginal Affairs v Peko Wallsend Ltd (1985-6) 162 CLR at 42; The Queen v Toohey (supra) at 202-3: 224.
		Where, as here, the power of the Minister to make an administrative decision is given in broad terms, the question of whether or not the action is within power is to be determined by implication from the subject matter, scope and purpose of the Act: see Padfield (supra) at 1033; The Queen v Toohey; Ex Parte Northern Land Council (supra) at 186: Minister for Aboriginal Affairs v Peko Wallsend (supra) at 39-40: 56.
		Clearly, the subject matter, scope and purpose of the Act is to protect heritage places and control, through management plans, activity on land the subject of places declared to be heritage places, for the benefit of the general public.  The power exercised by the Minister in this case has nothing to do with those objects and purposes, either directly or indirectly, even allowing for the broader police considerations which may be relevant to the exercise of ministerial discretion referred to by Mason J in Minister for Aboriginal Affairs v Peko Wallsend Ltd (supra) at 42, and which would, in my opinion, allow for urgent decisions to be made where the processes envisaged by the Act were impractical.  Accordingly, the authority purportedly given by the Minister to Bernie Earthmoving & Excavating Pty Ltd on 14 November 1997 is ultra vires and void.		
The declaration sought
		In these circumstances, the Court has a discretion to make the declarations sought by the plaintiff, and, in deciding whether or not to grant the declarations, it is relevant to take into account that s33 is a penal provision.  However, it is not merely a penal section; it is also the source of the Minister’s authority to approve the works.  In Onus at 63, Wilson J recognised that notwithstanding that civil process is being used to enforce the criminal law, discretionary relief such as an injunction may be appropriate where the matter to be protected is irreplaceable, as being more consistent with the objects of the statute, than punishment following their damage or destruction.  That, is seems to me, is the case here, and there is no valid distinction to be made between the remedy of injunction of the granting of declaratory relief.  Mr Reeves QC submitted that discretionary relief should be refused because the plaintiff had failed to disclose material facts to the Court when it applied for interim relief, although he also conceded that this was now academic.  In my opinion, no material facts were withheld from the Court.  Mr McDonald QC, in my opinion, made every effort to put before me all facts, circumstances and arguments which he anticipated would have been put to me by Mr Reeves QC.  The matters about which Mr Reeves QC has specific complaint were (1) it was suggested that I was not made aware that a contract might have been let to a third party to carry out the demolition works.  My notes indicate that Mr McDonald QC specifically drew my attention to the statement of the Minister made on ABC Radio that is was intended to call for tenders.  It did not escape my notice that, given that it was expected by the plaintiff that the demolition works would begin the next morning, somehow a contract had already been let.  It was conceded by Mr Reeves QC that the plaintiff did not have actual knowledge of the granting of a contract.  Next Mr Reeves QC complained that my attention was not drawn to the terms of the management plan which specifically envisaged the removal of a particular fence, yet the relief granted included “fences”.  Had my attention been drawn to that matter, the specific fence in question may not have been included in the order; but this is, at most, a very minor point.  The provisions of the management plan were not otherwise shown to be material.  Finally, Mr Reeves QC complained that the gaol’s boundaries extended beyond the Alice Springs Heritage area.  This would have been material if any of the relevant structures had been so located, but it was conceded that they were not.
		Mr Reeves QC also complained that the injunction was granted without requiring any undertaking as to damages.  Although this is an exceptional course, I consider that it was appropriate to do so, having regard to the fact that the injunction was interim and granted only for a few days, and because the plaintiff is a trust and has virtually no assets of its own: see Allen & Others v Jambo Holdings & Others (1980) 2 All ER 502; Szentessy v Woo Ran (Australia) Pty Ltd & Anor (1985-6) 64 ACTR 98 at 104; and Dein and Dein v Bealey (1960) NSWR 385 at 386.		
		In my opinion, no circumstance exists whereby I should refuse declaratory relief in the exercise of my discretion.
		It is not necessary to grant any further relief at this stage.  As a general rule, coercive orders are not made against governments and that applies also to Ministers of the Crown, because as O’Leary CJ said in Northern Territory of Australia v Skywest Airlines Pty Ltd (1987) 48 NTR 20 at 44 “it is inconceivable that a government would not comply with an order of the Court”.  Mr Reeves QC has, on behalf of the Minister, said that if the Court makes the declarations concerned, the Minister will abide by them.  In those circumstances, no further orders are required at this stage.
		Finally, I should mention that Mr Reeves QC prayed in aid of his argument reference to extrinsic materials, including not only the Minister’s Second Reading Speech, but also the committee debates.  I have not found it necessary to refer to this material as, in my opinion, the position is clear.  Whether or not this Court, in the absence of a power in the Interpretation Act, should look at such material, and if so, when, and what materials, has not been authoritatively resolved by this Court.  The position in England now is that the House of Lords, in Pepper v Hart [1993] AC 593, has decided that in cases of ambiguity, obscurity or absurdity, the courts may have recourse to the Minister’s Second Reading Speech, but not to other materials, to ascertain the mischief sought to be remedied, or the legislative intention behind the obscure words, where that is clearly disclosed in the Second Reading Speech.  In KP Welding Construction Pty Ltd v Herbert (1995) 102 NTR 20, Kearney J limited the rule to ascertaining the mischief.  In this case, even if the Second Reading Speech of the Minister could have been considered, the Minister’s speech is of no assistance to the defendant.
In conclusion, I make the following orders:
	There will be a declaration that the authority of the Minister, dated 14 November 1997 and purportedly issued pursuant to s33 of the Act authorising Bernie Earthmoving and Excavating Pty Ltd to undertake work at the old Alice Springs prison site, as set out in the scope of the work described in tender document AS97-567, (except to the extent that the work was permitted by the Conservation Management Plan and except to the extent that the work was to be performed on so much of the site as was outside the Alice Springs Heritage Precinct), was ultra vires and void.
	Liberty to apply to the plaintiff in the event that further relief is necessary.

I will hear the parties as to costs.
	Further consideration of the Originating Motion and Summons is adjourned sine die.

